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:: -his project is to assess the hypothesis that an electricallypedal-powered vehicle or a pedal-powered vehicle could "be an
i--r:-ria~e means of transport for a significant number of people and to
fu\ alii i' 11 to what extent two such vehicles supplied "by the Alternative
Group meet the requirements for a short-distance urban vehicle.
abroach used is to try and assess the need for such a means of transport
_^ = systematic way as to avoid falling onto the trap of finding a problem
_ L -:=sible solution.

The bicycle and its derivations are supreme

rT-izrles of ergonomics - the optimum adaptation of machine to the human
, so that it uses this power efficiently, with the minimum demand for
and raw materials, or ill effect on the environment.

But for these

to be used in order to service a particular transport need they
: uset the requirements for that need.

Therefore, in chapter ^ of this

rr^rr* after having established that the requirement is for a short-distance
_r':a_r_ vehicle, which is ecologically harmonious and socially convivial, an
--~-~^.~ has been made to evaluate these vehicles' characteristics in these
~r.3 and finally a short chapter describes the legal situation with respect
~: ~r.ese vehicles.
Location of the majority of the research into this project is Milton Keynes
as the above two means of transport are being developed by the Alternative
.r ::vr-:Logy Group at the Open University with the emphasis for use in
:i_L~:r. Keynes.
Mach of the research in this project is exploratory in nature, designed to
= :'r.iev5 s. better understanding and description of possible need for such a

of transport. As a result the main output is indicative rather
than prescriptive.

Research has teen concentrated in two main aspects

:: iescriptive statements and some analytical work. The analytical work
.; n;stly based on the work of other researchers in the areas of transport
-;":ility, transport deprivation, and accessibility. In some cases
extensively modified to meet the requirement of this project.
structure of approach used here to assess the need for such a means
of transport (Fig. I ; / is designed to identify areas of activities where
identifiable groups of people (social and spatial variations) could "benefit
z access to such a means of transport.
!csr of the surveys were carried out during the working hours, and therefore
a larger than the average proportion of the respondents were housewives.
his would indicate a bias in their answers to the questions in favour of
Maintenance activities, but this is not a serious drawback for the following
TWC reasons:
(a) Maintenance activity is a major area of use for a short-distance
urban vehicle and therefore any indication of need for an improved
form of transport in that area can be directly related to a need for
a short-distance urban vehicle.
As this is an interim and not a final assessment of an ongoing
development perhaps the structure of approach used here for the
assessment of need could be used later on (if necessary) for the
purpose of more comprehensive surveys.

